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COMPARISON OF FUSION CROSS SECTIONS FOR 10B + 1^0 and 12c + 14N SYSTEMS*

J. Gomez del Campo
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

MASTERABSTRACT

The cross sections for fusion are compared for the 10B + 16o and

12c + l^N system for bombarding energies up to 17 MeV/A. The energy

spectra, angular distribution and relative yields of the evaporation

residues are extracted and, by comparison to simple kinematical analysis

and Hauser-Feshbach calculations, it is concluded that they are consis-

tent with complete fusion and equilibrium decay. Coincidence measure-

ments for the 14N + 1?C system at Ei4N = 182 MeV are also presented and

confirm the identification of evaporation residues based on singles

measurements of the Z distributions. The excitation functions for

fusion for the l^N + 12c and 1°B + Ify) systems show significant

differences that cannot be explained in terms of simple macroscopical

models. For the highest energies studied the fusion cross sections

decrease as 1/Ecm for both systems, confirming the existence of a

maximum absolute angular momentum limit of ~ 2 7 fi.
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I . INTRODUCTION

Measurements of fusion cross sections (fffus) f o r light heavy-ion

systems (Ay + Ap < 40) are of interest because they offer a unique

opportunity for studying the effects of individual nucieons in the

fusion process. Such effects have been reported for several p-shell and

s-d shell projecti le target combinations for energies far below the

fusion barrier Eb.* For energies s l ight ly above the barr ier, some

measurements have indicated strong effects on the influence of ind iv i -

dual nucleons in the fusion cross section either in the form of small

osci l lat ions in the excitation functions2»3 or by large maximum fusion

cross sections (~1200 mb).4 These effects are not predicted by current

macroscopic models^-7 which work very well for heavier systems.

In addition, for the l ight systems, the isolation of the factors

that l imi t the fusion cross sections are of current in te res t -spec i f i -

ca l ly , whether the l imitations arise from the entrance channel or are due

to the yrast l ine in the compound nucleus.8 Another subject relevant to

the study of fusion cross sections in the l ight systems concerns the

absolute angular momentum limitations such as those predicted by the

rotating liquid-drop model (RLD).9

To address al l of the above considerations, i t is necessary to have

complete data for many systems which extend to energies up to ten times

the interaction barrier and measurements for different entrance channels

that populate the same compound nucleus. An example of such measure-

ments is presented—namely, the study of the fusion cross sections for

10B + 16Q and 12c + 1*N for bombarding energies up to 17 MeV/A. The



essential features of the l^N + 12c fusion measurements are given in

Refs. 10 and 11 and a more complete study in Ref. 12. The comparisons

to the 10B + 1 60 system are given in Ref. 13.

First a brief description will be given of the experimental

measurements, followed by a discussion of the technique for identifying

the evaporation residues (E.R.). A crucial aspect in the study of the

fusion cross sections is the proper identification of the E.R., especial-

ly for the high bombarding energies, since the E.R. have masses less

than or equal to those of target and/or projectile. We have developed a

method for the analysis of singles data to test the assumption of whether

the reaction products identified as E.R. are those of a fully equili-

brated compound nucleus. This method is based on i) a qualitative

analysis of the kinematic features expected for equilibrium emission

and full momentum transfer, and ii) comparison to Monte-Carlo Hauser-

Feshbach calculations. Additional experimental data such as coincidence

measurements are also very helpful in determining the E.R. We have

performed one such measurement for l^N + 12c at E14., = 182 MeV, and

these results will be presented as supporting evidence of our analysis

of the E.R. based on singles measurements. The features of the fusion

excitation function for both systems will be discussed to indicate the

presence of strong microscopic effects as well as the confirmation of

a liquid-drop limit for 2 6A1.

Finally, at ORNL we have measured fusion cross sections for some

ot-conjugate systems; these results will be presented very briefly and

possible systematic effects present in the fusion of light systems will

be discussed.



II. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

Most of the data to be discussed was obtained by using a position sensi-

tive E-AE counter telescope,I4 where the AE element was an ionization chamber

and the energy counter a solid state PSD detector, with a collimator in front

of the system consisting of nine slits spaced one degree apart. An example of

the data is shown in Fig. 1, for the Ei4N energies of 43.9 MeV (top) and 178.1

(bottom), displayed in the usual E-AE plot. The curves around the contours of

constant Z are used to obtain projections along the E axis. As can be seen

from the figure, the Z resolution is adequate to separate all fragments with

Z 2 3. Data such as those shown in Fig. 1 have been obtained for the
14N + 12c and the 1 60 + 10B systems for bombarding energies up to ~ 1 2 MeV/A

using the beams provided by the Oak Ridge cyclotron. Additional measurements

were made for the 1*N + ̂ C at E 1 4 N = 158 MeV and 248 MeV, using the beam from

the 88-in. cyclotron at LBL.
TYPICAL E-AE DATA

AEIIONIZATION CHAMBER) EISOLID STATE PSD)

4b ' 60
ENERGY LOSS (srbilrory unit*)

1 rso

ISO-

" 80-m
IJfcV

Figure 1. AEJJS^ F. array for the reaction
products of 14N + 12C at E 1 4 = 43.9 (top)
and E,4N = 178.) MoV (bottom). The total
energy was obtained by analog sumatlon of
the signals from the lonlzatlon chamber and
solid state detector. The curves around
the contours of constant Z are used to
obtain projections along the E axis.

AC £HOV LOSS (wbiMry wfts)
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III. IDENTIFICATION OF EVAPORATION RESIDUES

For heavy ion systems where the mass of the E.R. is larger than that

of the target and projectile, the sole identification of the mass or nuclear

charge is usually enough to extract the evaporation residues cross sections.

However, for systems such as *4N + ^Ct this is not the case. This is

illustrated in Fig. 1 where, although for the lower energy (top) the yield

expected for E.R. is concentrated for Z >_ 9, for the high energy data (bottom)

the yield is almost equally distributed in all Z groups, and hence the Z

population is not sufficient to extract the E.R. cross section. For these

cases, one must rely on the energy spectra and angular distribution of each

Z group. Figure 2 displays the energy spectra of fragments of oxygen, nitro-

gen and carbon produced in the l^N + l^C reaction at Ei4N = 145.5 MeV. The

lower energy groups of centroids (~50 MeV) can be tentatively associated

with E.R., since the centroids correspond to velocities characteristic of the

velocity of the compound nucleus. The higher energy groups of centroids

(2. 120 MeV), particularly prominent for Z = 6, have velocities characteristic

of the projectile, and hence they can be associated with products of direct

elastic, fnelastic or transfer reactions. The dashed lines drawn for Z = 6

ions indicate the systematic way in which these two components are unfolded;

however, a more detailed analysis is required in order to determine whether or

not these lower energy components are consistent with the E.R. of a fully

equilibrated compound nucleus.
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ENERGY SPECTRA FOR «C+'«N
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K Figure 2. Energy spectra for reaction
products from 0 t o C measured from the
' IN + I2C system at E 1 4 N = 145.5 MeV and
a + 8 lab = '0<>> T h e energy spectra of
carbon Ions show two components—one
charac te r i s t i c of evaporation residues
(low-energy component) and the other of
peripheral reactions (higher-energy
component. The dashed l ines Indicate
the vray these two components were
unfolded.

i ) Kinematical Analysis

In this analysis, we f i r s t study the kinematic properties of the E.R.

Figure 3 shows the velocity diagram and basic equations. The velocity,

is given by the requirement that there is a fu l l momentum transfer of the

project i le to the compound nucleus, i .e . (Mt + Mp) VCN = MpVp. The veloci

t i e s , V r , are the center-of-mass resultant velocities arising from the

individual recoils given to the compound nucleus by the emission of the

l ight particles (mainly neutrons, protons and o-part icles). The distr ibu-

tions of these recoil velocities woold depend in general on the details of

the mult ipart icle evaporation process. However, for the case where many



KINEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF EVAPORATION RESIDUES

V C N - (Mp/(MT * Mpl) Vp

VR = VC»R " VCN c

d'«
e < P | - V ? N sin'fl /2S2 |

13)

X expl -|VB - V C N cos«L)
J,'2SJl

Figure 3. Velocity diagram used to discuss

the. simple kl nemat lea I properties of eva-

poration residues. V Q ^ and VR are the

velocity of the compound nucleus and resi-

due, respectively,, Vr Is the resultant an

recoil velocity given to the residue by the

emission of several light particles.

Equations 1, 2, and 3 are discussed In the

text.

particles are emitted and assuming isotropic emission, the volume probabi-

lity for Vy will be given by a Gaussian distribution. This distribution,

transformed to the laboratory system, is given by Eq. 3 of Fig. 3S where

VR is the laboratory recoil velocities of the evaporation residues. The

laboratory velocity distribution of the E.R. (defined in the left-hand side

of Eq. 3, Fig. 3) is then given by a Gaussian distribution (for fixed

laboratory angle 8|J witn centroid VR = V^N COS 9|_* Also from E9* 2> ̂ S * 3>

as long as the emission of light particles has the same probability in the

forward as in the backward directions, one can see that the centroids of

the velocity distribution are given by VQ^J COS 9L« Hence, under the assump-

tion of full momentum transfer (complete fusion) and equilibrium emission
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(same probability for forward and backward directions), the velocity distri-

butions of the E.R. are expected to have a centroid given by VQ^ COS 6L«

These predictions are tested in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 for several evaporation

residues of the 14N + 12C and 1°B + 1 60 systems at various bombarding

energies, using the mass distributions as determined from Monte-Carlo

Hauser-Feshbach calculations. Figure 4a shows the velocity distribution

at Ej4N = 145.5 MeV for oxygen ions emitted at a laboratory angle of 21°

(solid dots). The solid curve is the result of a Gaussian fit to the data

and illustrates the general procedure used to determine the centroids of the

velocity distributions. The centroids thus determined are shown for the

14N + 12C system at Ej4N = 145.5 HeV for the E.R. from C to Na as a function

of the laboratory angle OL in Fig. 4b. The solid lines on the figure are

the VQN COS OL prediction. The deviations of the experimental centroids

(open circles and crosses) from the solid lines are less than 3% (note the

offset zero scale) consistent with the uncertainties in the experimental

energy calibration, energy loss corrections of the E.R. in the target volume,

and mass identification (only Z is determined in the present experiment).

In consequence, one can conclude from Fig. 4 that the velocity distributions

and centro-'ds are consistent with full momentum transfer and equilibrium

decay. Other examples of velocity distributions are shown in Fig. 5,

where we have plotted on the left the distributions for oxygen, nitrogen

and carbon fragments measured at ©L = 8° emitted from the 14fj + 12c system

at Ej4N = 248 MeV. On the right side of this figure are shown the experimen-

tal velocity distribution (dots) for fluorine, oxygen and nitrogen fragments

measured at OL = 8° from the 1 60 + 10B system at Ei60 = 168 MeV. The solid

lines are the result of the Gaussian fits to the E.R. distributions pre-

viously discussed and the dashed lines delineate the peripheral reaction



components. The vertical lines drawn through the velocity distributions in

Fig. 5 correspond to the predicted centroid VCN COS 9|_ and, as may be seen

from the figure, they reproduce well the experimental centroids. We have

considered to what extent incomplete fusion components such as those seen for

light projectiles (A £20) on heavy targets*5 are present in our data. The

vertical arrows on the left of Fig. 5 indicate the expected centroids for

fragments arising from an incomplete fusion reaction, assuming a loss of an

o-particle from the projectile. A major effect of this component on the velo-

city distribution would be to lower significantly the experimental centroids

with respect to the VCN COS 8L line; a"so» pre-equilibrium decay of light par-

ticles v.ould produce a similar effect due to the enhancement of the emission

in the forward direction.

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS AND CENTROIDS ARE
CONSISTENT WITH FULL MOMENTUM TRANSFER
AND EQUILIBRIUM DECAY.

Figure 4. (a) Plot of the velocity
distribution VR~2d2<T7'dAdVR for oxygen
Ions at e,a b = 21* and E14 = 145.5 MeV.
The solid line Is the result of a Gaussian
f i t to the data to extract the centroid
?R. (b) Extracted cen+rolds 7R for eva-
poration residues for 2 = 6 to Z = 11 for
the 14N + 12C system at E14 = 145.5 MeV.
The solid lines are the predicted centroids
Vpj = VCN COS ®L» ' n " f ' t s of the velocity
of l ight.

20 30 40
flLM«eg)
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Figure 5. Velocity distributions
VR~2d2«-/dfldVR for reaction products of the
14N + 12C systems (left) and 160 + 10B
(right) at a laboratory angle of 8". The
solid lines through the data points are the
result of a Gaussian fit to the evaporation
residue distributions and the vertical
IInes are the prediction for the centrolds
(VR = V Q N COS 9|_) under the assumption of
full momentum transfer and equilibrium
emission. The dashed liens are used to
delineate the peripheral components. The
vertical arrows shown for the velocity
distribution of the !4N + I2C system Indi-
cate the expected centrolds of the velocity
distribution for fragments arising from
Incomplete fusion, assuming a loss of one a
particle from the '4N projectile.

0.3

A summary of the centroid analysis is given in Fig. 6 where the experi-

mental centroids "VR (divided by VQN COS O L ) are plotted vs. the velocity of

the compound nucleus Vc^. The solid dots correspond to the experimental

centroids for the l^N + 12C system for l^N bombarding energies from 86 MeV

to 248 MeV, and the open dots refer to those of the 10B + 1 60 system for

!60 bombarding energies from 93 to 203 MeV. As can be seen from Fig. 6,

the ratio ^ R / V Q N COS Q|_ * 1.0 is independent of Vr,N for both systems studied

and no trend toward smaller values of this ratio is observed. This is again

consistent with full momentum transfer and equilibrium decay.
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Figure 6. Summary of the klnematlcal
analysis for the evaporation residues of
the I4N + 12C (solid points) and 10B + 160
(open points) systems. The vertical scale
shows the centrolds of the velocity distri-
butions ? R (averaged over several labora-
tory angles) divided by VgN cos 6L. The
horizontal scale gives the compound nucleus
velocity In units of the speed of light
(c). The lowest velocity data point
corresponds to E 1 4 = 86 MeV and the
highest to E ) 4 = 246 MeV.
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i i ) Hauser-Feshbach Monte-Carlo Calculations

The energy spectra, \angular distributions and relative angle-integrated

yields of the reaction products identified as E.R. can also be compared to

s ta t is t ica l model calculations to determine whether these products are con-

sistent with the E.R. of a fu l l y equilibrated compound nucleus. For this

purpose a Monte-Carlo code LILITA12 has been developed in order to calculate

the laboratory energy spectra and angular distributions of the E.R., as well

as the angle-integrated yields. These calculations are described in detail

in Ref. 12, and the basic feature is that the computations are done using

the Monte-Carlo method in conjunction with probability distributions derived
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from the Hauser-Feshbach formula. Approximations made to achieve reasonable

computation times are the sharp cut-off assumption for the optical model

transmission coefficients and the use of the Ericson-StrutinskilG classical

angular distributions for the emitted light particles.

Results of the Monte-Carlo calculations are shown in Fig. 7 for the E.R.

energy spectra of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen ions emitted from the l^N + *%C

system at Ei4N = 145.5 MeV. The calculations (histograms) are in good agree-

ment with the portion of the oxygen and nitrogen spectra that were associated

with E.R. (lower energy group centroids ~ 5 0 MeV). For the case of carbon

ions, the calculations suggest a way the data could be unfolded to remove the

peripheral component (higher energy group ~120 MeV). The dashed lines for

Z = 6 represent the actual unfolding.

COMPARISON OF MONTE-CARLO HAUSER-
FESHBACH CALC. TO EXPERIMENTAL ENERGY

DISTRIBUTIONS.
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Figure 7. Energy spectra for reaction
products from C to 0 for the '4N + 12c
systems at E , 4 N = 145.5 MeV. The histo-
grams are the results of the Monte-Carlo
Hauser-Feshbach calculations using the code
LILITA. The dashed lines have the same
meaning as In Fig. 2.
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Comparisons between the experimental angular distributions of E.R.

(solid points) and the Monte-Carlo calculations (histograms) are shown in

Fig. 8 for residues of Z = 5 to Z = 8 for the 14N + 1 2C system at Ei4N =

248 MeV. For this case, the E.R. cross sections from Z = 5 to Z = 8 consti-

tute 85% of the fusion cross section. The calculated angular distributions

follow the trend of the experimental data down to three orders of magnitude

and give supporting evidence for the proper identification of the E.R. For

this bombarding energy the compound nucleus excitation energy is 129 MeV

corresponding to a nuclear temperature of T ~ 6 . 1 MeV and, in spite of the

high energy, there is no evidence of sizable pre-equilibrium effects. Pre-

equilibrium emission would produce angular distributions of the fragments much

more forward-peaked than those actually measured which are instead consistent

with the equilibrium calculations (see Fig. 8 ) .

10°

Figure 8. Angular distributions for the
evaporation residues of 2&M formed by the
'*N + '^C entrance channel at E14 N

 = 248.
The histograms are the result of the Monte-
Carlo Hauser-Feshbach calculations
described In the text. The experimental
and theoretical angular distributions for
Z = 6 and Z c 5 have been multiplied by the
Indicated factors for plotting purposes.

20 30 40
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One more comparison between the Monte-Carlo calculations and the experi-

mental data is shown in Fig. 9 for angular distributions of E.R. of the

16g + 10B system. The data points correspond to E.R. for Z = 8 ( le f t side)

and 1=7 (r ight side) measured at E^Q = 93.4 MeV. The shapes of the calcu-

lated (histogram) and experimental angular distributions are in good agreement

for Z = 8 as well as for Z = 7, although in the lat ter case the predicted

curve has been lowered by 25%.

5
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'W 0B
£j_ = 93.4 MeV

• EXP
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I
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Figure 9. Angular distributions for eva-

poration residues of oxygen and nitrogen

produced In the fusion of 1 60 + 10B at

^IOQ ~ 33.4 MeV. The histograms are the

results of the Monte-Carlo Hauser-Feshbach

calculations and the dashed lines are to

guide the eye. For the case of Z = 7, the

calculations predict 25? more nitrogen

residues than observed experimentally.

10 20
8»(deg)

30 <0 20
fll0()(deg)

30

The general agreement between the experimental data and the Monte-Carlo

Hauser-Feshbach calculations seen in Figs. 7 through 9 indicate that the

energy spectra and angular distributions of the fragments associated with

E.R. are consistent with residues of a fully equilibrated compound nucleus.

In addition, these comparisons give evidence that the proper E.R. components

were identified. Nevertheless, it is important to comment that some differences
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differences between the experiment and the LILITA calculations are present which

may originate partially from the approximations used in the calculations, as

well as the uncertainties in the level density parameters used in the program.

Since the l^N + 12c and 10B + 16(3 systems populate the same compound

nucleus, Z 6A1, the assumptions of full momentum transfer and equilibrium decay

for these systems can be tested in a model independent way by comparing the

E.R. relative yield distributions for cases where the compound nucleus is

formed at the same excitation energy and angular momentum. Such a comparison

is shown on Fig. 10 for the two excitation energies in 26/U Ex = 44 MeV (top)

and Ex = 97 MeV (bottom). The E.R. relative yields are given for the 14N + 1 ZC

system by the dashed histograms and those of the 1UB + 1^0 system by the solid

lines. The similarities observed at both high and low excitation energies

indicate that the decay of the compound nucleus, once it is formed, is

independent of the entrance channel.

A COMPARISON OF THE Z-DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE EVAPORATION
RESIDUES SUGGESTS THAT THE DECAY OF THE COMPOUND NUCLEUS.

ONCE IT IS FORMED. IS INDEPENDENT OF THE ENTRANCE CHANNEL.
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Figure 10. Comparisons of the experimental
angle Integrated yields of evaporation
residues for 160 + 10B (solid histogram)
and 14N + '2c (dashed histogram) at low
(top) and high (bottom) excitation
energies, o-f Is the measured fusion cross
section and Jc is the deduced cr i t i ca l
angular momentum.
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iii) Coincidence Measurements for the ^ N + 12c System

More direct experimental evidence for the nature of the reaction

mechanism can be found by performing coincidence measurements. This

was done for the 1*N + l^C system at one energy E14,. = 182 MeV. Four E

(solid state) AE (ionization chamber) counter telescopes were used in

the measurements as indicated in the experimental arrangement shown in

Fig. 11. The telescope J\ was placed at the left side of the beam at a

fixed angle 9 = 7.8° and coincidences were taken between the fixed

counter and counters T£, T3, and T4 placed at several laboratory angles

(from 7° to 64°) on the right side of the beam. With this arrangement,

the in-plane angular correlations wre measured between 2\ fragments

(left) and Z2 fragments (right) for Z ̂  2. Figure 12 (bottom) shows

the singles energy spectra for carbon ions detected at 9-|at, = 7.8°,

where the lower energy group has the characteristics of evaporation

residues and the higher energy group those of peripheral reactions,

as was discussed previously. The present coincidence measurements

confirm this interpretation, as can be seen in Fig. 12 (top) which

shows the energy spectrum of carbon ions resulting from the integration

of the angular correlation of boron, carbon and nitrogen fragments in

coincidence with the carbon ions at 7.8°. The fact that only the

higher energy component remains indicates that the correct identifi-

cation of this component arises from a two-body peripheral reaction.

The lower energy component in Fig. 12 (bottom) is, however, in coin-

cidence only with a-particles, in accordance with an evaporation resi-

due description.
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EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP FOR Z , - Z 2

COINCIDENCES FOR THE 1 2 C+ M N

REACTION AT E 1 4 N = 182 MeV.

Figure 11. Experimental setup for the

coincidence measurements for the 14N + %

at E14 = 182 MeV. The In-plane angular

correlations for the various Z fragments

were measured by fixing the counter tele-

scops T, at e,ab = 7.8* and varying the

angles of the T2,
 T

3 and T4 telescopes In

the range from 1 to 64*.

A DIRECT REACTION PRODUCT IS IN COINCIDENCE
WITH A "LARGE" FRAGMENT ZiS. A EVAPORATION

RESIDUE IS NOT.

1
*

/ ' •

L i ^

i

\

1 1
SINGLES Z ' * 6

J DIRECT *V

8 0 120
(Mev)

Figure 12. Energy spectra of carbon Ions
at 9 ) a b = 7.8° and E M = 182 MeV. At the
bottom Is the singles spectrum similar to
that shown In Figs. 2 and 7. The upper
portion shows the spectrum for carbon Ions
resulting from the Integration of the angu-
lar correlation of coincidence fragments of
nitrogen, carbon and boron.
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IV. DISCUSSION OF THE FUSION CROSS SECTIONS

The fusion cross sections for the 14N + 1 2C and 1 0B + 16O systems were

extracted by integrating the measured angular distributions of the evapora-

tion residues at every bombarding energy. A total of eleven energies were

measured for 1 4N + l^C from E14.. = 34.1 to 248 MeV and nine energies for

I60 + 10B from E ^ Q = 43 to 203 MeV- Tne results of the experimental

fusion cross section measurements are shown in Fig. 13 in the usual 1/Ecm

plot, where the open triangles correspond to the l^m + 12c measurements and

the solid points to those of the 1 60 + 10B system. The dashed lines in

Fig. 13 correspond to the Glas-Mosel formula7 for the 14N + 1 2c system with

parameters re = 1.5, V(Rg) = 6.7, rcr = 1.11, V(Rcr) = -1.9, 1iw = 2, where

the units are fm and MeV. One remarkable feature of the comparison of the

fusion cross sections for both systems is the large difference in magnitude

of crfus between the two systems in the energy range of 20 <_ E c m _< 65 MeV.

This difference rules out the 26fc\ yrast line as the limiting factor for

fusion. In addition, this difference cannot be explained on the basis of

current macroscopical models. For example, if one takes the Glass-Mosel fit

for the 14N + 12C, scaling it by the mass and charge changes in the entrance

channel, the predicted fusion cross sections for the l^B + l^o system

deviate from the dashed line by no more than 5%, in sharp contrast with the

experimental data. Another way to illustrate the difference between the two

systems is by fitting the 1°B + I60 data with the Glas-Mosel formula. This

is shown in Fiq. 3 by the thick solid line which corresponds to the para-

meters re = 1.5, VB(RB) = 6.7, rcr = 1.35, V(Rcr) = 2.5, fi« = 2. The para-

meters rg, Vg and 1ia> which describe the behavior of the fusion cross section

at low energies are the same in both systems, and this is expected on the
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basis of purely macroscopic considerations due to the similar values of

Ajl/3 + h^f^ and l\L2- However, since the difference in the fusion cross

section occurs at higher energies, this is reflected by the larger critical

radius (rcr) for
 10B + 1 60 which is 21% larger than that deduced for

14N + 12c. Calculations of the nuclear density by Satchler using the

folding mode: of Satchler and Love17 indicate that 1?C + 14N and 10B +

have the same mass overlap at radii < 1.1 and 1 J 5 times (Aj1/3 +

respectively, and thus indicate that the lg0 + 1°B system fuses at a larger

radius. However, the predicted difference in critical radii is only 4%,

compared with the experimental value of 21%. The procedure suggested by

Horn and Ferguson*** is similarly unable to reproduce the observed difference.

1.6
100 50 20

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.O4 0.05 0.06 O.07

Figure 13. The fusion cross section
ys. '/Ecm. The solid points are for

the 160 + 10B a n d +fie open triangles for
14N + '2c. The thick solid line and the

dashed line are (Glas-Mosel) fits to the

data for 160 + 10B and I4N + 12C, respec-

tively, with the parameters given In the

text. The thin solid line Intersecting the

origin gives the expected trend of vfus vs.

1/Ecm f° r a constant maximum angular momen-

tum of 27 ti.
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Another important feature of the comparisons of o-fus shown in Fig. 13

is that for energies E c m larger than 65 MeV the fusion cross sections for

both systems drop proportional to 1/Ecm (thin solid line intersecting the

origin). Since the reduced masses are equal (to within 5%), this result

iii.̂ lies that <rfus for
 1 4N + ^C and 1 0B + 1 60 is subject to the same energy-

independent maximum angular momentum (J^ax = 27 H). It is thus reasonable

to associate this angular momentum limit with the compound nucleus and hence

can be taken as evidence in favor of a liquid-drop limit effect. The value

of 27 *h agrees with the predicted RLD value of Ref. 9.

In addition to the fusion cross sections discussed so far, the cross

section for peripheral reactions can also be extracted from the data. The

peripheral components were extracted from the energy spectra as shown in

Fig. 2 for the case of carbon ions, where the higher energy group has a

centroid (~120 MeV) characteristic of the beam velocity. The integration

of the angular distribution of this component yields the total direct reac-

tion cross section o-(Hr. A summary of the fusion and direct reaction cross

sections for the 1 60 + 1°B and 14N + 12c systems is shown in Fig. 14, where

the solid histogram corresponds to o-fus and the open one to <r<jir- The sum

can be compared with the solid lines which are optical model predictions

for the total reaction cross section, using the parameters deduced from

fits to elastic scattering measurements. Since the experimental total

reaction cross sections for the 1 60 + 1 0B and 14N + 12C systems are similar

and both agree with the optical model predictions, the differences seen in

the fusion cross sections can be stated equivalently in terms of the direct

reaction cross sections, vrz. <rdir(
14N + 1 2C) * 2 <r<jir(^B + 16(j) in the

energy range of 49-70 MeV(cm).
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At ORNL we have measured the fusion cross sections of several

a-conjugate systems in order to study possible systematic effects in the

fusion of light systems, as well as to search for microscopic effects of

the type just discussed for the 10B + 1 60 and ̂ N + 1 2C systems. Pre-

liminary data has been obtained at several bombarding energies for the

systems 20Ne + 1 2C, 20Ne + 1 6 0 , 20Ne + 20Ne and 1 60 + 1 6 0 . For these

measurements, a gas cell target has been developed. A detailed description

of the cell is given in Ref. 19, and the experimental arrangement is shown

in Fig. 15. The absolute normalization for the cross sections was obtained

by adding a small amount of Xe to the target gas in order to measure the

Rutherford scattering of the projectile from the Xe.
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Figure 15. Experimental arrangement used for the measurements of
160 + 160> 20 N e + J6o, 2°Ne +

 20Na and 2 0Ne + 12C using a gas
eel I target.

A summary of the fusion cross section measurements is shown in Fie;, 15,

where the maximum experimental fusion cross sections are plotted versus the

compound nucleus mass. The open data points are the measurements made at

ORNL for 14N + 12c and 10B + 16O discussed previously, as well as for the

a-conjugate systems 20f|e + 12r,} 2 0 N 6 + 16o, 20Ne + 2 0 ^ anc| 16o + i6o. The

solid data points are the measurements of the ANL group (Ref. 4), except for

the systems 12c + !?0 (Ref. 20), 1 60 + 24M 9 (Ref. 21) and 1 2C + 27A1 (Ref.

22). Only those measurements made at ORNL and those in Ref. 22 have been

extended up to high energies of ~ 1 3 MeV/A and hence the maximum and energy

dependence of these fusion cross sections are better established. The

other measurements (Refs. 4, 20, 21) have been done for energies slightly

above the fusion barrier, but in many cases this is enough to determine the

maximum fusion cross section. Those systems populating the same compound

nucleus, namely 26A1(10B + 16o and 12C + l^N) and 32s(16rj + 16Q and

12c + 20Ne)t have the common feature that the maximum fusion cross section

is about 1.2 times larger for the er;crance channel with the larger mass
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asymmetry. This fact rules cut the possibility that the limitation in 'the

fusion cross section arises from the yrast line in the compound nucleus.

In addition, the fact that fusion is favored for the larger mass asymmetry

in the entrance channel is the opposite to that predicted by several macro-

scopic models that scale simply as Ayl/3 + Ap1'3. Also, one can see that

the maximum fusion cross section changes substantially with additions or

subtractions of nucleons or a particles to the target or projectile. Such

a behavior is not predicted by current models of the fusion processes and

points out the need for a microscopic treatment of fusion that incorporates

details of the nuclear structure of the reactants.
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Figure 16. Maximum fusion cross section fff^g

for several projectile target combinations.

The open points are the ORML measurements

discussed In the text . The solid points are

measurements from Refs. 4, 20, 21 and 22.
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V. CONCLUSION

By consistent checks based on kinematical considerations and Monte-

Carlo Hauser-Feshbach calculations we have shown that the evaporation

residue cross sections can be extracted for bombarding energies up to

many times the interaction barrier. In addition, coincidence measurements

for the 14N + 12c system support the previous identification of the eva-

poration residues based on the analysis of singles measurements of the Z

distributions and energy spectra. With respect to the fusion cross sec-

tions for the light heavy-ion systems, an absolute maximum angular momentum

of 27 "R for the l^C + *^N arKj 10B + 16() systems is observed, which agrees

well with the value predicted by the rotating liquid-drop model. Systems

populating the same compound nucleus, such as 12c + ^H, l^B + 16o (26^1)

and 1 60 + 1 6 0 , 12C + 20Ne (32S), indicate that the limitation on the fusion

cross sections arises from the entrance channel and that a larger maximum

fusion cross section is observed for the systems with the larger mass asym-

metry in the entrance channel. Finally, it is noted that small changes in

the charge and mass of the reactants cause large variations (~20%) in the

maximum fusion cross sections which are outside the scope of macroscopic

models.
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